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Early Decompression in SCI

• Thomas Ducker, MD

“If I stick my finger in my eye…”

• Common sense

• Intuitive

• Addresses ischemia of 
ongoing compression

• Secondary injury



Rationale

• Animal models
• Early decompression 

improves neurobehavioral, 
electrophysiological, and 
pathological outcomes

– Batchelor PE, et al., PLoS One 2013;8: e72659

• Possibility for cost reduction
• LOS, complication risk, rehab



Rationale

• Concerns:
• Safety– Schneider 1954

• 1 surgical patient worsened
• Posterior transdural decompression with cord retraction
• Likely unfounded in the modern era of anesthesia, surgical 

technique and neural monitoring
• Logistics
• Legal



Which subsets of SCI patients 
benefit from early surgery?
• Incomplete v. complete

Dvorak et al. J Neurotrauma. 2015; 32: 645. 

• <24 h post SCI, cervical and thoracic
• No significant benefit across all patients
• Early decompression for incomplete patients gained 

an average of 6.3 points on the ASIA motor score at 6 
months

• No significant number of complete patients converted 
from AIS grade A 



Which subsets of SCI patients 
benefit from early surgery?
• Level:  Cervical v. Thoracic

• Bourassa-Moreau et al., J Neurotrauma. 2016;33:301.

• <24 h post SCI
• Early decompression of 20 cervical and 33 TL AIS A 

patients
• Better effect of early surgery for cervical complete 

patients than thoracolumbar
• No incomplete cases reported



Which subsets of SCI patients 
benefit from early surgery?
• Cervical SCI, STASCIS

Fehlings MG et al. PLoS One 2012;7:e32037.

• <24 h v. > 24 h post SCI decompression
• Non-randomized, multicenter, 6 month f/u
• NO significant difference in odds of 1 AIS grade 

improvement
• Significantly higher odds of 2 AIS grade improvement 

with early surgery
• Selection bias



Which subsets of SCI patients 
benefit from early surgery?
• Thoracolumbar SCI

Rahimi-Movaghar et al. Neurosciences 2014;19:183.

• T1 – L1
• <24 h v. > 24 h post SCI decompression/fusion
• Randomized, single center,12 month f/u
• NO significant difference in ASIA motor score 

improvement

üNS trend toward 2 AIS grade improvement with early 
surgery



Which subsets of SCI patients 
benefit from early surgery?
• Thoracolumbar SCI

Wilson JR et al. J Neurotrauma 2018;35:2554.

• T1 – L1
• <24 h v. > 24 h post SCI decompression
• Retrospective registry analysis

• Early surgery associated with 7point ASIA motor 
score improvement

• 60% reduction in respiratory complications

• Selection bias of retrospective nature of the study



Which subsets of SCI patients 
benefit from early surgery?
• Summary

• Strongest evidence, 
albeit limited and 
flawed,  supports early 
surgery exists for 
cervical SCI patients

• Not robust



Central Cord Syndrome

• Most common incomplete SCI syndrome

• Felt to be unique, as the natural history is “favorable”
• Ambulation, motor strength, sphincter control

• Tendency to delay surgery based on natural history and 
traditional practice

• Few quality studies



Central Cord Syndrome

• Lenehan et al. Spine 2010;35(21 suppl):S180.

• Retrospective analysis of 73 patients

• Patients undergoing surgery < 24h improved ~ 6.3 ASIA 
motor scale points more than > 24h group at 12 months.

• Early group had higher FIM scores at 6 months

• No increased morbidity noted with early surgery



Central Cord Syndrome

• Natural history is “favorable”
• Ambulation, motor strength, sphincter control

ØSpasticity, neuropathic pain, dexterity not addressed



Timing of surgery, <24h?
Is there an optimal threshold?

• What is “late”
Vaccaro et al. Spine 1997;22:2609

• 64 patients randomized to < 72 h or > 5 days post SCI

• No difference in  neurologic outcome

• “late v. later…”
McKinley W et al. Arch Phys Med Rehabil. 2004;85:1818.

• < 72 v. > 72 h threshold

• No difference in neurologic outcomes

ü Shorter LOS, reduced respiratory complications



Timing of surgery
Is there an optimal threshold?

• 48 hours?
Clohisy et al. Spine 1992;17(8 suppl):S325.

• 11/20 TL trauma patients operated on within 48 h

• Greater Frankel grade and motor score improvement than 
late cohort at 3.5 y f/u



Timing of surgery
Is there an optimal threshold?

• 24 hours
• Arbitrary and “traditional”

• STASCIS
• Suggested a benefit for cervical injuries

• Rahimi-Movaghar
• Suggests earlier has benefit in TL injuries

• Dvorak
• Suggests a trend to improvement with earlier than late surgery in 

incomplete cases
• Wilson

• Suggests trend toward 2 AIS grade improvement with earlier<24 h 
surgery



Timing of surgery
“Ultra-early?”
• 8 – 12 hours
Jug et al. J Neurotrauma 2015;32:1385.

• Single center, < 8h v. 8-24h
• At 6 months significant improvement in ASIA motor 

scores and conversion of AIS 2 grades.
Grassner et al. J Neurotrauma 2016;33:1658.

• 70 patients operated on < 8h
• Superior SCIM scores at 1 year

Burke et al.Neurosurgery 2019;85:199.

• Retrospective review of 48 patients
• < 8 h v. 8-24h v. > 24 h
• Improved AIS conversion with ultra early surgery



Feasibility?

• Difficulty of stabilizing and transferring patients for timely 
surgery

Tator CH et al., J Neurosurg 1999, 91( 1 suppl):12.

• 585 patients screened for initial STASCIS study
• Only 50% qualified due to delays in transfer, diagnosis, 

surgical preparation
Glennie RA et al., Spinal Cord 2017;55:618.

• Analysis of Rick Hansen SCI Registry data
• Only 39% of cervical and 45% of thoracis SCI cases 

could qualify for the early surgery (<24h ) threshold



Feasibility?
Intermediate stops
Wilson et al. J Neurotrauma 2016; 33:963.

• Retrospective review of 1111 SCI patients in Ontario

• 88% arrived to site of definitive surgical care within 6 hours

• 53% underwent surgery withing 24 h.

• Increased age, intermediate stops prior to definitive 
treatment were independent factors delaying treatment.

Battistuzzo et al. J Neurotrauma 2013;33: 1161.

• 192 patients with cervical SCI

• Intermediate stops were the major cause for delays in 
treatment



Summary

• Opinion supports early decompression for cervical SCI

• Insufficient evidence to identify at risk groups base on 
level or severity

• There is evidence that early (,24h) and ultra early (<8h) 
decompression may benefit outcomes, especially in 
cervical SCI

• Currently, there exist barriers to consistent logistical early 
surgery that will require creation of coordinated SCI 
centers to optimize surgical treatment 


